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THE CONTEXT
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Quantified Self (QS)

aims to use technology for 

acquiring and collecting 

data on different aspects 

of the daily lives of people. 
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STARTING PROBLEM

• Moods and emotions are complex data to gather, since they have

• a physical part (the arousal, i.e. the physiological reaction to 

stimuli, which causes changes in physical parameters such as 

blood pressure, heart rate, temperature)

• a cognitive part, which interprets the physiological changes and 

classifies them in a specific emotion. 

• A complete automation do not consider the cognitive 

interpretation by the person. 

• Moreover, automatic detection of emotions can be very 

cumbersome for the user 
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OUR PROPOSAL

• For these reasons and following psychological literature1, we 

decided to track emotional states by means of users’ self-

reporting, in order to capture what the user has subjectively 

experienced. 

• We exploit Personal Informatics technologies for supporting the 

users in self-reporting. PI tools are making possible to track the ups 

and downs of emotional states, to aggregate data through 

reasoning, feeding them back to user in meaningful visualizations.

1. Wallbott , H. G. and Scherer, 1989
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GOALS

• The goal is to provide a novel Personal Informatics solution which 

overcomes some limitations in self-tracking emotions:

• common users may not be so compliant in tracking their own 

emotions (lack of motivation and time) 

• usually users tend to self-report after the event occurred (it is 

not feasible to interrupt activity for recording what she feels). 

Thus, he could not recollect the exact emotional states 

experienced 
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 Tangible interfaces

 hints of contextual data



GOALS

1) We aim at finding new ways for reducing the burden of self-

monitoring. 

TANGIBLE USER INTERFACE can remind people, by presence, to insert 

data, motivating users in doing tasks usually perceived as burdensome. 

TUIs showed to be more involving than GUI providing a more engaging 

experience. WithTUIs, self-report can become a form of "physical 

activity", where objects are manipulated playfully. 
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GOALS

2) We aim at supporting users in the retrospective reconstruction 

of emotions. 

We provide some hints in order to recall the experience: some other 

contextual data automatically detected (by sensors during the day 

and infered from social activities): the places visited, the people 

met and the task accomplished. 
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THE  SOLUTION

• a mobile application on the user smartphone to automatically 

gather contextual data 

• some TUIs, i.e. a set of physical objects that the user can 

manipulate in order to communicate with the system
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USAGE SCENARIO

Peter is a programmer of 35 years old and lives in big city. He 
decides to use a personal informatics tool in order to gain 
awareness of some aspects of his everyday life.  

A TUI positioned on Peter’s desk reminds him, only with its 
presence, to track his emotional states every time he returns at 
home. Peter, rotating the object, reports his data. However, he 
does not remember what happens at lunch, thus asks the systems 
to recall him where he is (at work in front of pc) and who was with 
him (his boss). In this way, he is able to reconstruct the situation 
and remember that he was very anxious in that moment. 

Moreover, when Peter connects to his PC, it can see the aggregated 
data about emotions and other contextual data. In this way, he is 
able to explore his mood in the last weeks and months, but also to 
see correlations among data.  Thus, he can discover an unexpected 
correlation among his lunch habits and his emotions: every time he 
does not make sport, he feels anxious. 
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ARCHITECTURE
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ARCHITECTURE

• The TUIs, built on an Arduino board, are used by users to provide 
her emotions and the moment of the day.

• The user manually selects in the TUI the time in which the emotion 
is occurred and the system automatically recollects the context 
(place and people) in which that emotional state happened, 
inferring it:

• by e.g. the GPS sensor of user’s smartphone, users’ social networks 
(Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Google +), shared calendars  (Google 
calendar, Facebook), etc.

• by other devices able to automatically detect physiological indicators 
(such as heart rate, body temperature, etc.). 

• Data collected will be kept on the server and the user can browse 
her emotional history, having a representation of her emotional 
states through different points of view, and inspecting correlations 
among data. 
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EMOTION TUI
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THE SOLUTION THE PROTOTYPE NEXT STEPSINTRODUCTION

The Emotion TUI is composed by:

• an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit)

• a Real Time Clock

• a card memory (micro SD)

• a wi-fi module

• a bluetooth module

• an RGB led



EMOTION TUI
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All components are inserted in our «emotion cube». Each face 

represents a different emotion state.

The user canreport her emotion moving the cube and selecting which 

face represents better its emotion (the face selected will be the one 

on the top). The RGB led starts to blink a green light when the system 

is stable (IMU signals no more movement) and a correct position has 

been recognized (linked to a particular face). Otherwise RGB emits a 

red light signaling something wrong.

The emotion selected and other information collected by other devices 

(using bluetooth module) are stored in the card memory (micro SD).
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CONTRIBUTIONS

We propose a Personal Informatics system able to support users in 

self-reporting of emotions. The solution will have the following 

features:

• it will allow the self-reporting of emotions in an amusing, simple 

and appealing way by means of a tangible interface 

• it will allow to automatically collect contextual aspects related to 

the emotion: location, time and people in the surrounding when the 

emotion occurs that will help users in recalling the emotion

• it will provide these contextual information to users to help them in 

live again emotions in a way as more similar as it actually happened 

• it will be able to feed back to users a complex aggregated picture 

of the emotions of a period of time or of an experience, and 

correlations among data. 
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ON PROGRESS

• we have started user studies to evaluate if really TUI

supports self-minitoring (wrt traditional GUI) 

• integration with automatically detected contextual data

• reason on data in order to enhance the user model and 

provide meaningful visuationations that act as 

recommendation to be used for promoting behavior 

change in some directions (e.g. more healthy lifestyle) 
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